
RESERVES
Unique Solutions for a
Unique Industry
Airlines depend on ELP Aviation because our software
improves operational efficiencies, eases crew
interactions, and increases profitability. We offer
products that provide scalable and agile solutions
based on the individual Carrier’s needs. We are
already thinking about how to solve the next problem.
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Contact
Information
To directly speak with someone, please
click the link below:

Contact Us

For additional information:

Visit Our Website

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
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ELP Reserves
Reserve is universally considered a complex logistical nightmare; but what if we
told you when properly managed, Reserve is the most under-utilized asset out
there, with the potential to nip staff and crew shortages in the bud. Our suite of
Reserve products looks at helping maintain consistent functionality in the
present, while looking to optimize future conflicts as well.

Our Reserve Product Line takes a process, universally accepted as too complex
to truly optimize, and turns it into a streamlined stop-gap ready to fill inevitable
operational holes both in advance and as they arise, so your operation can get
back to, and remain normal.
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Why ELP's Solution
We listened to what we were told was one of the most common
roadblocks for airlines in terms of ability to retain sufficient staff and
steady flight operation to inform out latest product line. We also have 30
years of aviation experience, and have a firsthand knowledge of just how
chaotic and devastating a mismanaged reserve system can be.

We’re ready to tailor our programs to fit your current procedures and
accommodate your unique contractual obligations.
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Reliable
Solutions, 

Real People
Airlines call on us because we deliver, but also because we are real
people who love what we do. Talking to Erwin, Jason, Stephanie, or

any of our programmers is a lot more helpful than staring at a
screen hoping for solutions. Since 2010, we have cleared up big
headaches for big clients. Get to know us and judge us by the

results, not Erwin’s corny quips
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What Are The Benefits?
Increased transparency
Increased optimization
Reduced staff shortages
Lower costs
Less stress for scheduling and crew
Better reaction times

ELP is built on providing creative, innovative, honest solutions solving unique,
complex issues plaguing the airline industry. We strive to revolutionize the
airline industry with flexible, cost-effective core software built by airline people
for airline people. ELP understands how a properly utilized reserve system will
help sustain consistent coverage throughout the month saving you the trouble
of cancellations, delays, and the lost profits both of these bring with them.
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RESERVES AVAILABLE/RESERVE
LIST
A tool that helps you today; it ingests your raw
data, and sorts available reserves within a certain
footprint in a proper order- one that
automatically refreshes every 2 minutes to
ensure that only available reserves appear in the
call-out list. In that same vein Reserve List keeps
your crewmembers informed with 
incredible accuracy.

How Does 
It Work?
Our reserve product line is designed to keep you
up and running today and tomorrow. We offer a
range of tools for both scheduling and crew
which include:
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How Does 
It Work?

RESERVE SELF-ASSIGN:
If you really want the full scope of convenience,
this one is for you. With this module of ELP’s
CrewPortal, the trips that are flagged as
conflicting are automatically dropped into your
Crew Portal for and are then available for Open
Time pickup. Once a crew member requests a
trip, you can also decide if you want to assign it
manually in your CMS or automatically
depending on if the system approves based on
legal rest requirements.

RESERVE AUTO-ASSIGN:
Now that you have present day sorted, why not
look ahead? Reserve Auto-Assign enables
scheduling to finally operate with
acknowledgement that every scheduling
decision they make affects a future one. With
RAA they are able to view a computer-generated
report that looks ahead up to 7 days, and
automatically sorts the various open pairings
with the most optimal reserves based on
contractual obligations and reserve variables.
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Delays and cancellations abound when reserves are not properly utilized.
By the end of the month your team can find itself out of reserves and
options to keep staffing levels adequate. ELP Reserve Products are the
game-changers you need to keep your planes in the air and money in the
bank. With Reserves Available, ROI is instant, since day-to-day optimal
utilization starts proper reserve usage from the moment it's installed. All
other tools are ROI positive within a month of usage; using only one tool
the savings are staggering- over $1 million per year. Imagine what a
combination of all 4 could do for you. 

Can It Cut Costs?
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AUTOMATE AND OVERHAUL
CURRENT PROCEDURES
Attempting to manually sort reserves leads to
errors and the waste of scheduling's time,
causing them to make short-sighted panicked
decisions. Automation of the simpler crew
assignments means scheduling can focus on the
more complex issues, the conflicts that pop up
throughout the day, and even proactively look
ahead and address conflict in advance.

Are You
Ready To:

IMPROVE TRANSPARENCY 
Instead of relying on short-sighted tools that do
not provide a clear picture of what is happening
put scheduling back in the drivers’ seat by
increasing visibility for current and future
operations. A well sorted reserve line up provides
scheduling with a better picture of staffing and
coverage overall.

OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATION
An optimized reserve system means that the
best possible match is utilized which will retain
operational integrity in the long run. Properly
utilized crewmembers ensure the overall
coverage remains steady and reduce
cancellations and delays saving our customers
millions every year.
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DO I NEED CREWPORTAL TO USE
THE RESERVE PRODUCTS?
No, but CrewPortal is another way to improve
your operating systems, and when used together,
both tools ensure maximum optimization 
and savings.

MY AIRLINE’S RESERVE SYSTEM IS
EXTRA-COMPLEX; CAN ELP
RESERVES ACCOMMODATE IT?

Absolutely. We have more than 30 years of
experience in the aviation industry, and our
relationships with multiple airlines means we are
well versed in tailoring our products to all
manner of specifications. We will learn your
contract inside and out, and consult with you
every step of the way as we are building out your
customized programming.

Common
Questions:
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Common
Questions:
HOW DO THE RESERVE PRODUCTS
HELP FIGHT STAFF SHORTAGES?

Like any complex issues, no one problem causes
staff shortages. Instead they are a result of a
steady breakdown in communication and reserve
assignment throughout days and even weeks.
Poor reaction times and inefficient reserve
usage- both of which are inevitable when using
outdated reserve software- have a resounding
ripple effect for future operations down the line.
Labor intensive manual processes mean more
staff is necessary to get through what needs to
be done. The game change our Reserve products
bring is automation, which frees up vital time for
both scheduling and crews, as well as accurate
and available information readily shared with
those who need it to make informed and
impactful decisions to preserve coverage levels
and also reduce needed staff.
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CUSTOMIZATION

Everything we do is custom-built for you with no
secret in your cost. We are known for our
transparency, and you will get the solution you
need without any surprises in the end.

ELP For Your
Future

SUPPORT

Since IROPS can be very complex you can reach
out to anyone on our team directly either through
email, text, or phone call. You don’t have to enter
a random request into an impersonal ticketing
system, blindly hoping for an answer. Our experts
are available 24/7/365 for any support need.

EXPERTISE

What makes us stand out from the competition
is that we are not just a programming company,
we are an aviation company that programs. Our
management team was employed in the airline
industry for over 30 years working for scheduled
and supplemental carriers of different sizes.
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Techie Aviation
Experts With The
Human Touch
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About Us
ELP, established in 2010, is an
aviation software development
company that creates systems
focused on advancing the
capabilities of crew management
departments. We are airline and
software people with the sole
purpose of providing mission-
critical products & services to
increase the efficiency of the 
airline community.

ELP has the unique ability to create
tools that do not currently exist in
the marketplace and can be
seamlessly integrated with the
airline's current systems. ELP's
airline expertise, legacy database
knowledge, and software
development innovation makes us
stand out from other software
companies and airline 
software vendors.
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Thank you for your time and
consideration to continue to partner
with ELP Aviation.

Contact Us

Visit Our Website

Thank You

For additional information:

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/

